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C.HAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This paper is addressed to those individuals who are
faced with the resp0nsibility of' carrying en a guidance

program in a ene-reem school 1n which they.must direct
and

perform :runetions of such a program even though their

training, in gµidance is limited.
It is f'ully realized that such a paper te have appeal
sheuld provide a simple aeeeunt.
· simpliei ty .have been the aims

er

Therefore clearness and
this paper.

However,

every attempt has been made to describe and to interpret
I

findings correetly.
Teachers

er

today are called upon to supply some ef

the attention and care which children should receive at
home.

The increased tempo of m0dern life has created

situati0ns and impressions upon the children

SE>

that,

in the opinion of' the writer, a gµidanee pregram for the
school is new a "mast"•
.This P,]ler deals with such q11estions as:.
Cl)' What is guidance?:

(2): Where should it be centered?.
(31 Upoil what principles should the guidance program
be built?

(~) What is the teaeher's responsibility in the
guie.ance program'l'
t,) What benefits . are derived f'rom a well-organized
guidance program?

2

(6) Rew ean gm.danee services be erganized in a one"
.NGm school?

f7) Bew.· dees guidance aff'ee·t · the curriculum!'

or cooperation ·be ,attaineciJ.
between the teacher, pupil., and home in the
interest of' a gqidanee program? ·
· .
U what signif'ieanee are g~pd reeer«s to the
· . guidance pregram?
(l.C'I)L I.hat p~t a0 tests play in an ef'f'ective guidance
pregram??
tl.l.J) Byllhat methods and devices ean we evaluate pupil
(8} Howr ean a b.igp._ E!eg,.-ee

«,l,

.

progress!

(:l.2l l&en shoulcll we use individu.al counseling and

group counseling?

.a,. attempt is mad.e in the following pag~$ to answer

seme of' the abeve·questiens.
be can:net emphasize too much the faet that teaching
eonsists

or

m0re than talking . and assigning and that

learning_ineludes more than listening.. and the reproducti0n
ef assigned material.

A. gqidance proKram in corder to show

res'Ults must be an active one, not only in plan but alse

in practice.

CHAPTER II

ZIE NEED OF GtJIDilCE IN A ONE-BS<aM SCHOOli,

Despite the fact that the one-reom school is rapidly
being closed in favor of eonsoli<iated units, man,- still
remaim.

The White HouseC(l>n:f'erenee reJort states that there

are 39,061 one-room schools.
slightly less than

Bewever, these schools enroll

;f' of all the. pupils attending eur

public and p,i-iva:he elementary schools.ll.
If'we were to consider the word

"~al"' to

include all

villages up to a pepulation of 2,500, as t.b.e U.&•. C:ensus
Burea1:1 does, we would find that eleven and a half' million
.

er

e·

olU." nation's school-age children attend rural schools.

This figure represents 1+3$0:t" eur school pc,pul.ation, ages

6-18. Jt,rris 2 states that the farm population alone,

with.

one-eigll.th of' the national income, rears and educates one
fourth ef' the nation's ehildren.

The pupil in the rural

needs· gg.idanee services

seh.001

.

"''"'

in the same quantity: and quality as cloes the pupil in the
best equipped school_.

Al!"pµpils need g,.µdance services.
.

~

.,

-·

..

- .

'

~

,. .,

.

,.

.• . -

.

. .

.

;.

~

1. Howard. A._ Dawson, "Rural Educationtt., Tae .. Journ.al of' 5
National, F.d.ucation. . Association,.

rn

,.,.

(t>eeembe.r, .19'; ), .

532. ' ... , .~ . , . , _. , .• . , , .. , , ' . . . . .
2. Glyn Morris, A Guidanee_Program .. :f'or. Rural Sehoals,
Seience Researeli.:Associates,

,,.

jhe
,•

-D~ . , . . . . ..... .

_..
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The school gJUdanee prog,ra.m shoul.d provide for all the
children, not el'lly: .tho_se who make trouble fer the teacher.
The school and teaeher should reeegnize that guidance is
nGt a privilege accorded the maladjusted, but is a service
available to every normal child.
De:tinitions."..2.!. Guidance
-

...

• - . • · ·

~-·

.,.

#

. . .-~~.~

.!!!z
_,;,.,.,.

While many:_ schools have had guidance prog.rams for a
number

er

years,there still remains alaek of uniformity

and practice.

Even definitions or guidance vary~

Ameng

them are:
"Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know themn3
"Train up a child in the way he should go, calld when
he is old, he willnot depart from it. 111t,
Guidanee i:m.velves personal help that is designed
to assist a person to decide where he wants to ge, .,
what he wants to dolor how he can best accomplish
his purpose; it ass sts him te solve problems that
arise in his life.";
11

11Gu1danee consists i:m. helping pupils to set up ob. je_ctives that are for th.em dynamic, reasonable, and
worthwhile, and in helping. them, so far as pessible,
to attain thes.e ebjeetives. 11 0
11 Tb.e precess bywhieb. edueation helps children to beceme
ha.pp:,, whelesome, self-controlled, self-directed,

,,-,,,._~.,.,

-•~,-.1,.,.,,.,

. • .,

.....

~.,.,~-•

••••r-e,•

J •. King. James Version of the Bible, (Si:;. Louis; Concordia
Publishing House)Matthew 7:20.
l+. Ibid$ Proverbs 22:6.
~. Arthur J. Jones, ·.Principle. s 0f Q,uid~ce (Ne:w Yerk: McGraw:.""'
Hill B0ok Company;, 193411 p. 33.
.
·
6. P~lip w.. L. Cox, JolulCarrDu:rr, Marie MeNamara, Basi.e
Principles er Guidance.,, (New Yer;tu Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1955).

p. -1~ , . ' .. ' . :

and sociall:rlllinded personalities is called guidance.n7

"The aim ef guidance, simply stated, is to help every
individual develop the best that is in him as an in-

dividual and as a member of the gl"elip to which .b.e
belongs."a
.

Guidanee is a pl"eeess of helping .· evecy ehild diseever and develop his best potentialities."9
0

Small S'ehools Have Assets
.

.,,

.•

......

,·~

,

....

.~,·----~"'

,,..-~

fnebl.ieh10 in his book Guidance Services . !n Smaller

§ehoolssays that these sehools have definite assets •
.,.

~

"

·"\

..

~

-

Tl!ley are:
(1) Small schools enroll fewer students and teachers
know.: all the pupils better.
(2)', Pupils know. their teacher very intimately. (pupils
mimic the teacher's personal behavior)
(3)\.A small school usually has close ties with the
community.
(l+)\ A small g;rc,up can function more efficiently than
a large one.
(5') Student p0pulation is relatively small.

---Know the Clrl.ld

The essence of gµidanee is in "knowing .the child"•
Guidance in a rural schoelis in reality a child-study
program based on two questions•
j

••

.,.

<>

•

•

•

•

~

•

•

"

•

-

'

•

•

•

•

'

'

•

•

•
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••

,

••

7. Albert V. Maurer(Edi tor), Guidance ...!!! Lutheran EJ.ementarz
Se oels,. Third Yearboek1 Luther.an Education ..Association.

St •. euis: Cenc0rdia Publishing_,Jiouse, 191+6) P• 2.
8. · ~ • P• 2.
9. But.ti Strang, "Guidance in the Elementary Sehool", Edueatien,
liJOt (;April, 1950)) Pp. l+92-1t-91t-.

- .......... .

!!. Smaller
,
Sch.ools, (New YGrk: MeGraw..fiiil Beok,ee., 19;¢!)j Pp. 4--6.

lQ. Clifford P •. ;Froehlich, Guidance Services

(l): What de I knewYabout·this child?
(2);: What am I aoing.~ith this knowledge?ll
.

.

If a guiaanee prog.ram is to be successful it must provide for individual di:ff'erences.

It should help meet the

eh.ild's emotional needs, provide for the growth of the
whole child, give the child love and security, and establish
respect for him as a person.

be should not wait until a ehildis in his teens
before providing_gµidance.

Prevention of' maladjustment

at an early age of the child is very important.

A werldng

gµidanee prG>gram in the elementary: school can assist

parents in gµj.dingthe growth and development of tb:eir
children.
Success is a necessary element of effective education.
Research gives evide:m.ee that children who experience sueeess

at an early ag~ are often motivated to de even better.

The

best educational prog.ram is a well-planned, erganizea om.e.
It will provide a series of sueeesses at va.rious plaees in
the tetal training. preg,i-.am of the child.

A one-reom school

has distinct advantages in that the teacher erten has the
same pupils .year after year.

This proVides an 0ppo~tunit:y

to gllide their preuess according . to t.he1r individual rieeds.

wtdle "a knowledg~ of' the individual child is of great
.

,

-;,

-·"

-

"

'

.

,·

11. Lois G. Nemec, "No Guidance in Rural Seheols?H, Pregressive Education,. XIX ((April, 191+2), Pp. 200.. 2037
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importance, the recegnition that ne two chil.dren are alike

ner develop at the same time is essential..

Many educators

have attempted to set up behavior eharaeteristies of the
various ag~ groups.

Such is the ease of William A. tc,;-amer12

wlto ,gives the tollewing:
I.

Primary Age Greup,:ing, {Ages 6-S)
A. The child. wants compcllli.E>ns e:f his ewn age.
B;. The child enjoys group games.
e. The child acq12iresknewledge of people around

the world.

II.

Intermediate Ag~ Grouping (Ages 9-11)
A... The sexes draw apart during this period.
B. Chumming,is strong.

C. The ggng,., spirit is strong.
D. C,ompetition a:nd rivalry are preminent.
E.• Children often rebel aga:inst reasonable ruJ.es.

III.

Early Ad.elesence ((Ages 12-15)
A., The child has desire for reeogni tion.
B. Team play is important to the child •
. e·. The sexes draw eleser teget.bl.er.
D. The child has a desire te live purposefully.
_Gui,;;;.;;;;,;d...an
....e...
e_ Provides !2.£, Child Needs
.

)•

.•

-~

-~

,~

....

·-"

,,,.

.,.

.- ,.

-

The needs ef the individualehild must not be over-

leeked in eur prog,-.amor mass ed.ueation.

Rising enrollments

and. inereasintL <iemuds upen the schools make this dif'tieul t;
Eaeh child must g:r-aw. and develep mentally_, physically,
educationally, socially, ,. and spiritually.
and teacher must recognize this.

The eur.:riculum

Objectives must be so

12. Wni. .A. ~amer, "The· S:&cia.l Growth and Developlllent. ci,f the
Child",, Lutheran Education, LXXXIX fDeeember 1953)
Pp.

169•174.

'< , .

- . . .

. , -

8

0:rganized.
Bobb1;_3 lists a number 0f pupil needs which he feels
sheuld be c0nsidered in the school I s objectives. These are 1·
(l) To look at the nature, the situation, and the
educational needs of every child.
<:J To discover how each child carries on lus twentyfour hour activities.
(3) To n0te the ways and deg~ees in which each falls
short of what he_oug)lt to be doing.·
(lf.) To plan the program. Qt daily exercises so as to
influence the twenty ...fG>Ur h(i)ur living •f each child.
(5} Te make life fer several hours Eiaeh scheel day a
carefullJ' conditioned and supervised part of
wholesome living. ·" ·
(67} To help pupils to acqui,_re skills.
C)
To help pupils to gain.the knowledge he needs for
self-evaluation and self-direction.
(8) To previde professional leadership and to cooperate
with parents in guidance and supervision of young
people.
Children need to be associated with other children in
Grier to l_earn how to work with them.

Children need to

learn hGw to faee the responsibility of carrying en their
own programs of living_.

Mabel Sm1th1 4, in her article

Children's Needs_says that interest in the child in learning
and teaehing,him to assume his ewn resp¢>ns1bility is a
theusand-feld more effective and wholeseme in completing a"'
task than is authority_.

Children need to learn how to live

happily in school, for it is their home during the day •
•

.....

e

A

e

O

e

,.

~

,.,

,•

,0

. . ·, J'

13. Fra.llklin :&,bbit, The Currieul.um of.MedernEklucation,

(New York: MeGraw:;m:'li Boek co.,-Ync., 1'41)_p. _23.
llt. ~. Mabel Smith, "Children's Neeas ••• soeial experiences",
:'Ckildhood Education,
XXVI" (Oetaber 191+9) Pp. ;2-,3.
,.,.

Individual !.£,Societz,Centered Guidance
Sh.Guld our edueatienal objectives tend toward the
individual or be soeiety~eentered?

Advocates of the society-

centered position hGld that the objectives of education

our. schools should prepare the

are primarily social.

individual to live in a democratic soeietr•

The child-centered pesition insists that the primary
purpose of education is to prepare the individual to achieve
maximum social success.

The subject matter selected should

be en the basis of its contribution to individual success.
The writer of' this paper takes the interactive
position (a combination 0f' the two grQups)i pr0posed by
Smith, Stanley, and Shores. 1 5 These authors assert that
interest, purposes, and needs of children are governed
by the way the child is related to the social group in his
society.
This idea is basically society-centered, but agrees
with the child-centered position in that the object of
edueatien in a <ilemeeratic soeiety is te fully develop the
potentials and capacities of every individual.
Basie Principles

2! .! Cemprehensive . Guidance Program

·smith, Stanley, and Shores16 als0 list three basic
.,.

,,

,,

~

_,

•

-·

~

-

•

"

•

=

'

•

"

'

..

"

,.

..

w.o:. Stanley,. and H.J. Snores, FUE.damentals
Cur~~eul:mn])evel~jment,. ·. ( Ye·nk···e. r-on-Hudson, .New-York:
lerld <liek co,., -195©) -Pl>• 159-163•
16. ill.9.· ,:p. 'l•
.

15'. o~.B. Sm:i.th,

c,f

1

principles which underlie a comprehensive guid.an.ee pi-ogram.
These are:

(1) That educational services exist for the pupils 0f
the school.
((21 That the educational. prog:ram inv0lve beth teacher
and specialists.
(3) That all pupils be reached in the program.
Qlle of the major.functions of the guidance program is
that while the guidanee program should serve the needs of
the indiviaual ehild,. it usually is through inaividual
and group counseling, the core or the guidance program,
that he is reached.
Cex and Durr~7 list in a similar way three basic
principles which should be inherent in a guidance program.
These are:
.(1) Tb.e idea of guicllance is inherent in a.11 efforts

te educate.
(2) A measurement prog,r~ is an essential part of
suceessful_gyidamee work.
(3.1The proper adaptation ef curriculum and method tG
the needs of individual pupils is best promoted
threug_Ja g:q.idanee aeti vity by the teacher working
in an or,ganized seheol.

17. Philip Cox and John Duf"f, Guidance ~-!i2, Classroom
Teacher., (New York: Prentice ...1ta11, Inc., -1936 ).Pp •. 11+-1;.
,.

'.,

I'-·

....

eRAPTER III

THE LOCAL SITUATION

--

Organization ef the School
The writer of this paper h.a.s been a one-raom school
teacher for 5 years in the town of Stewardson, Illin0is.
His school is the Trinity Lutheran School which is affiliated with the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.
The Synod serves in an informational and an advisory
capaeity te the schools in its system.

The local eengre-

gatien has beth legislative and administrative authority,

for it is at the cong,regational level that the decisions
are made as to what kind
exist.

er

educational program sl1ould

The congregati0n also provides complete financial

support for the school.
'
The voting, membership of the congregation
elects two

men to a boar<ii. ef' edueation.

These two men, together with

the past(:)r of the ccmgl"eg~tion, supervise the educational
pregram.

The teacher is directly responsible to the board

of education and ultimately to the Voter's Assembly e:r the
ehureh.
Trinity:Lutheran Church is a member ef the Central
Illinois District of the Missouri Synod.

The Gl.istrict empleys

an executive seeretary.who also serves as Superintendent of

12
Schools for that area.

To him the teacher or the lacal

congregation may. g~ for help and advice in solving problems

in the sehoel.
The structure of Sy:ned 1 s educational system is described in the following diagram:

lmE :rmTHERAN. CHURCH -

MISSOUBI SYNOD

President
Board for Parish Education

SYNODICAL DISTRICTS
President

Beard for Parish Edueatien
Superintendent
VISITATION CIBCUIT~
Visit0r

:E.OCAL CONGREGATION

!Teacher

Fig. 1--Edueational System of
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod

13
The teacher in a Lutheran school is usually responsible

for various auties within the eengr,~gation in addition te
his teaching.

These duties include choir director, church

organist, counselor of' the YoungPeG>ple's Society, and

teacher

or

the teen-age Bible class.

ADeseriptfc:Sn ot the Scheel
---------Trim.ity School was establ.ished in 1868.
.

-

-•

;'

~

'

a

•

••

"

The origimal

school was a f'rame building..located cm a lot immediately
adj,ining the church buildingc.

In 193$ this building was

te>rn down amd a new school was built on the next adjoining

let. ,The teacher• s home eecupies the,· eriginal site or the
seh001.
The :newer sch0ol buildinft_'.l'S

also a wh:i.'t~,fl."ame building,

ineluding a class roem, a storag.~ roam for b0oks and. filing
cabinet, two cloak rooms, and a full basement. · ~!,he classroom measures 25 feet by 40 feet.

A spacieus playgreund .~.

with a ball diamond, merey..,g••round, basketball.goal,
swing~ . and teeter-totter, and velleyball. ne.t surrounds the

schael.
The average .attendanee in the seho0l during tke pa~:t

5 years

has been lf.l pupils p.er year.

This makes up 70%

o:f the children of seheel age in the congregation.

70% a.re rural
busses.

Of these,

pupils who eeme to sehoel on public school

The remaining 30 per cent live in town.

The

children are all Lutherans, white, and eome in the main
from middle class hemes.

The homes of the pupils are

within a five mile radius of the schoel..

The population

of the community is relatively stable, with few families

moving in or out.

Stewar<ison has a pC:>pulation

er

65'0..,

Graduates of Trinity school attend the Stewardson-

Strasbllrg.e(!)nselidated High School.

During.the last four

years eight out of fourteen graduates from Trinity Lutheran
Schoel have eontin110uslybee:a on the honc,r rell 0f the
high school.
Personnel.~ Contribute.!!, Guidanoe Program
t
,

.

.

The teacher at Trinity: sehoG>l is mainly resppnsible for
the gµ.idanee program.

The pastor

er

Trinity,ehurch, who

is responsible for the religj.ous instruction of grades 7
and 8, shares in the gµidanee progl"am at that age level.
In the fall of 195'1 a Parent-Teacher Orgp.11ization was
established.

Twenty-five families are new.members.

The

gl"eup {called PilS); meets four times during_,j;he schoolyear. · The averag!3 attendance is around 85'j ofthe members.

Most ef the children attend the meetings and provide entertainment after the discussion period and business meetinge
The teacher confers with the superintendent of the
Stewardson-Strasburg Schoel Unit on problems pertaining te
gµ.idanee.

The eounty-provides health services to the

sehoQl through a visiting nurse who regularly checks eyes,

15
ears, teeth, heigbt, weigJ:i.:t, etc.

There is splendid coop-

eration from the of'fiee ef the County Superintendent ef
SchoGls.
Guida.nee. Services,. Which Exist Today

The follow:tnggtt;i.danee services exist in the school
at the present time:

(1) TestingPregram(Limited because of attitude of
school board concerning tests)
(2) Ctmmlative Reco.rds(The Lutheran School Record is
used)
a. Family histery
b. Scholastic achievements
e. Health records
d. Photographs
e. Record ef testing
r. Samples of work at various age levels
g. Autobiegl'aphies(upper grades only)
(31:.Report cards
(i\) 8pen-Doc,r policy on school vis1 ta tions
(51 Parent-Teacher eonferenees(gE3ne~ally onee a year)
(6} Home visitation(quite extensively used)

CHAPTER IV

THE FUNCTION OF A TEACHER IN THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM
Any guidance program mast begin with an analysis of

the :need and problems of the pupil, as well as with an
.analysis of the resources of the school and the community.
In the one-room school without the services of a trained
guidanee specialist, the task of making these analysis
falls upon .the teacher.
the facts

ne

He may start the program by taking

has about each child and asking, "What, if

anything_, keeps this child from fulfilling .bis petentiali ties?"

This inquiry may indicate a number of courses of

action.

If little Mary is shy and withdravring, he may ask,

"What makes Mary shy and withdrawn?"

If' Richard is a bully

on the playground, he may ask, "What is Richard trying to
express by his behavior?"

Not only will the guidance-minded

teacher ask these questions of the children he considers as
problems, but of the so-called normal children as well.
His attempts at finding the answers will be systematic and
centinuous.

Day arter day will he strive for solutions.

The one-reom teacher with the g'.Qidarice attitude will
also help each child in his school te appraise his own
skills and abilities.

He will enlist the support of the

parents at every opportunity; he will realize that faet0rs

17
outside or the classroom sueh as the child's health or .bis
relationships with his playmates will have a great deal te
do with his developi;ient.

Never will he miss a :formal or an

inf'ormal opportunity to give the child encouragement er
assistance.
Kramer1a says the teacher has the following,advantages
in the one-room school:
(11 The teacher learns to know the pupils better and

or

gets a wider perspective
their needs and progress.
{2)) A variety er subject matter keeps him in touch with
· . a wider and more interesting, educational field.
tltounded personality):.

(3,); Re has a longer period or influence upon the, pupil.

G\) He ean make his own decisions and adjustments.

( 5') He does not have to undo the :faulty training or ·
another.

(6) He learns to know the parents better.

«7) Certain facts need not be repeated in all classes.

There is much correlation.

The teacher has numerous opportunities to observe pupil
behavior. Pupils will often reveal to their teachers their
special.talents, hobbies, and leisure time interests and
activities.

This i:nf'ormatio:n provides valuable opportunities

:far teachers to gain i:nsigll.t into the needs and interests or ,

the youngpters they.have under their direction.
Teacher. R~sponsibilitY . in Guidance

Teachers in small. schools have a good opportunity to
do effective guidance because

0r

the close contacts they

have with their pupils and parents.
""

,

.
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In most eases, too,

,

William Kramer, The Lutb.e:ran_ 9!'!.!.-Teachflr School. (St.
Louis: Cene.ordia-Publishing.House, -1949) P• .60.

18
tJae school serves as a center of the cormD.unity.
Fahey19 says that every teacher can contribute to
pupil_ gµidance by:
(l) Aiding",pupils to attain self-understanding by

analysis of their own strengths and weaknesses.
(2) Developing. in pupils desirable habits in the field
et mental and pb.Jrsieal health.
f3J Developingdesirable character and moral attitudes
and habits.
(4)> Allowing. pupils to experience the joy of success.
(5)Aidingpupils in adjustingto school and community
. lite.
(6) Making patient, tactful, sympathetic attempts to
understand each pupil and his preblems.

~

~

Teacher-.. -~- Instructor, Counselor

-·~'~

-·~---~-

. . . . . . . . . . . . .,

.Administrator
-·-~·.,.

,,.,,

The guidance-minded. teacher of a one-room school must
serve in ma.ny.eapaeities--instructor, counselor, and as one

who carries out administrative duties and procedures.
Allen2o in his book Ol'ganization ---~ S:upervis~on .2.!, ~ •

~
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Education has> given many ideas whieh will

aid the teacher in his ro:iidanee work.

They might be

summarized-as,follows:
I.

As. an instructor

('a): As an instruetor, the teach.er sees to it that
a pupil becemes interested and develops a right
attitude teward subjects and sehool. _
(b) He arrang~s subject matter, eurrieuJ.um for the
seheol year.
(c) He creates projects to be developed and carried

19. George L. Fahey, ''What every Teacher ean do for Gu,~danee'',
The School Review, September, 1942, Pp. 5).6-5'22. '.{:>
20. Ee'h'ard Jj. lllen, Organiz-a.t.ion and Supervision of :Guidance in Public Education~. (New York: ,Inor -Publishing .CG.,
Inc., .1931+) -P• 122 •. -?',
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e11t by students in connection with subject
matter in all areas related to the eurriemum.
(j) He prevides instruction in remed.ial work.
·
Ce); He proVides·instnetian ferthe g~fted child.
(f)j He a.reuses interest, eneeurag~s, and helps
carry th.rougb speeial abilities ef pupils
discovered through the eurrieul:um and its
projects.
II.

aeounselor
(a) The teacher must assemble personal records
and study individual differences.
(bl He must interview pupils and make necessary"
adjustments.
((e) He arranges interviews with parents ef all
seheel. children, slG>W and fast alike.
(dl, He will utilize and eoeperate with any
special services etf'ered to the school such

As

as::.

1. Health serv1ees--Caeck1ngef vision,
hearing., weight, height, teeth, etc.
2. Psycholegieal testing services
3-.·Mental health clinics

III.

Asan administrator
((a) The teacher will develap a helpM personal
interest in each pupil regardless at soe.ial,
mental, emotianal, educational, spiritual ·
lif'e of' th.e cb:ild.
(b) He Will orientate a new pupil or group inta
school life and routines.
(e) He must keep records, make reports and
attendance records.
(d) He will help and promC!>te ideas to develop
seheol citizenship and leadership abilities
in pupils.
(ij); He will help to develop each ebild' s total
pe,rsonali t;y.
·
~-t): He is respensi'bl,e for student government,
manageI11ent and activities.
·

In the one~.room senoo~ the teacher serves as the
principal.

He

must be able t, ,evaluate the total guid.ance

program as well as realize hi.s own sti-eng:ths and weaknesses•

If tJae prog,ram is te be effective it must have organi~ation.
'

~~~:i

many schools administer gu~danee -on a bit and miss basis.

The following.s11gg~stions by l)unsmeor and Miller21 may be
helpf'nl in setting.up a eomprehensive service.
Cl) Pnmote good merale towards the pidance program .
by preparing the parents for 1 t.
(2) Pl'Gid.de for the fermulation of .agui<i,a.nce council
to help prept:lre a pregram which will meet.th.a needs
0f the boys and girls. (Parents, teacher,and
beard of education eouJ.d be on the council.)
((3) Include provisions for beth group and individual

. ·... guidance activities.
.
(~.) Provide an adequa. ·..t.e supply: of guidance. materials.
¢5') Maintain an adequate record system and keep it up
to date.
('6) Arrange fer special services for the sanool ·

(health, pup11-s .who are handicapped, etc.) fro:i.n
within 'the school distriet where the one-room
school is located..
(7J, Take in-service training threuglt eeurses at
eolleg~s, by attend.ing eonf'erenees·, and by writing
materials on the program or guidance.
€:81.Arrange the school schedule to allow time :fer
guidance.
The teacher should not try to do the entire job by
Help s.b.0uld be emJ.isted f'rem otb.er teachers, from

himself'.

pupils; parents, specialists, and erganizations

eGmmunity.

nized.

er

the

<3h!ldren who need special helpsJaould be reeGg•

When necessary, referrals should be made to indivi•

duals in. the s_~J:i,oel district, county,

er state who are

trained to give specialized. assistanee.
net be expected overnight.

Results should

Patience is necess~ry •.

be of the adm:inistr$.t1ve duties of the teaeher in a
.
..
2!. Clarence c. Dunsmoer, and Leonard M. Miller, Principles
and Meth.ods ei"Guidanee fer.Teachers, (Scranton.Inter ...
national. Textbaok ,Co., -191+§) .p •. 37. ,

,,

21.

one-room school is to maintain a ge>G>d public relations
program, ·since he represents the school te the eoIIIDtWlity.
Parents must be reached.

Among.. the most widely used

devices are parent organizations, news-1.etters, epen hGuses,
and press releases to the public explaining, the school
program.

Hew:ever, most people recognize that the happy and

successful child gtves the best publicity program any school

ean receive.
The writer has employed the fallowing techniques in
his own school as means of starting a gµidanee program.:

tl). Q:rganized a meeting.with the school boaN and
parents and introduced tb.e subject.
·
{:2) Doug,µ.t in informed speakers to help reinforce
the imp,ertanee of having a program of guidance.
(3J; Used. a testing prog.ram as a means ta hlelp proD10te
a g:uidanee program.
(l+) Established a working relationship with local,
county:, and state services.
(5) Diseevered and used e0mmunity:resourees as an
ever-a.11 part of the gµ.idance program.

· (6) C.onterred with parents about the maladjustment

et children.

·
Org,anized and conducted vocational trips.
(8)1 Assisted pupils in g,etting part-time jebs after
scheol.

(('l)'l

Ir the teacher is well liked by the people oi' the
community it maybe easier tor him to premGte a suecessM.
g:uidance pregr,ani.

If h.e races oppesi tion the program will

udeubted.ly suffer.

Toe often glliaa.nee preg.rams prove

inadequate because of lack of cooperation ·and sympathy or
key school persEmnel.

CHAPTER V
OlWANIZATION OF THE EAILY PROGRAM IN A ONE-ROOK SCHOOL
DailY.,Pregram Provisions

Tlile one-ream school with its pupils of' all ages and of'
all stages or gr~wth or development must be ergt:mizecl into
a harmonious working, body.

o-rganization requires the

grouping, Qt pupils, the alletment of' time, and the assignment ~t duties so that both pupil allld teacher may work to

the ·best advantage and advancement ef a11. 22
· In a elassreom in which a guidance program is iB. action.
one should find the kind of' erg_anization that creates a

wholesome environment.

It should provide tor the needs.et

the g~Qup, as well as for the individuals in the gr0up.
The teachers should strive to lead a e.llild from complete
-

dependence upon others to a f'eeling of confidence in his ewn
ability to do things.

Frem year to year the child should

gradually.have more an~ mere opportunity fer self-reliance,
fer making his own decisions, and f'er assuming.responsibility.
Pupils who are asked to assume responsibility sheuld help
in planning..

In a we11 ....run sehool there is no umorganized

activity.
,.. . -- ... . ... . . . . . . .
. . . .
. .
- .. . .. .
.
.. , - . - .•
22. Francis G. Blair, The Rural ~-Teaeher Sep.eels .of Illinois,
Cireular No. 263,. (?Springfield, Illinois: .supt. ir Publ1e ....
Instructiop, 1932) P• 1<h ·
.,. '" '
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0:U.r modern idea of discipline is

be responsible for his <Dwn. behavior.

to help each child to
In schools where

pupils are working tog.ether ceoperatively, respecting the
rigb,.ts ef others and purposefully busy, we find the word
11

diseipline" has taken on a new meaning.

In a classroom which has good teacher-pupil, pupilpupil cooperation there is a respect for the rights and
privileges of ethers.
best

or

Thus eaeh pupil may develop to the

his ability. 23

Through a carefully planned program pupils will be
more likely to acquire gqod habits of study and procedure

which will carry over into higb. selwol.

Also, such a

prog1ail'.l will usually give the teacher more time to devote
to the individual child, thus providing an opportunity
for guidance .•
In essence the program should provide for the following::
(ll Ample uninterrupted time for the pupils to study
each subject and do the necessary exercises.
C:2)" .Ample time tor the teacher to get every one
started in his work at the oeginning of the sessien.
(3) Time for class instruction, cooperative study,
·
class discussion, and testing.
((1+) Time fer the teacher to give individual instruction
to llelp pupils who did not get effective help in
class instruction.
(5)l Time fo,r "g.eneral exereises 11 such as are participated. in by all pupils. (Singing, art work, story
. telling, manners, etc.))
(:6); Time for recreation and plaY•24
11Dise1p1ine through Guidance", Ia! Grade.
Teacher, E:XVII ('September, 1949 )' P• 16.
, . - ..
21J.. Mair, Qi?.•
P•· '16.

23._

Mary R. Martin,

ru.,

Procedures . . ~ .. Foll.ow .. .!n Organizing .. Instruction
Altogether too many one-room schools have too many
classes per da7 and too short a period of time for each of
the various classes.

Simplification in the organization

~f instruction in the one-teacher school has to do

largEtly with a decrease in number of class perieds and
in the increase of time allotted per period.
Some ways in which this ean be accomplished are:
(11 Combininggrades--eombine twe or more grades into
one elass for study of a particular subject.
(2) Alternating subjeets--from day to day: all through
·
the year, or from year to year arrangement.
fJ); Fusion or integration--complete course built
.
upon the various subjects which blend together.
(!4) Activity uni t--eaeh child, reg~dless of age would
work in activity g;roup which would best i"it his
needs. (Needs based upon testing program and observation. )1
\
\5) Pupil helpers--brighter pupils help slower ones,
eider help the younger. 25

In many: one-room scb.ools there are
per day.

35

to 1te· classes

If the teacher uses some of the above procedures,

he will have more time for instruction per class.

Since

the activities ot both the teacher and the pupils are so
numerous, only a well arranged plan of procedure will enable
the work to gcr;, on harmoniously and successi"ully.

25. William Kramer,The Lutheran ~-Teacher School,
~. £!!•, Pp. 71-75'• ·
· · · ·
· ·. · · · ·
···

eHAPTER VI
GUIDANCE AND THE: CURRICULUM
The series of planned experiences which children have
during_ their school life is commonly ea.lled the curriculum.
If the school experiences are planned to meet the needs ef
every child, the curriculum itself becomes an instrument or
guidance.

The teacher is employed to help the children

extract the maximum of value from these planned experiences.
I_~ow20 , writing in The Nation• s, Schools, says, "A

curriculum pregrammust be built around a guidance point

or

view rather than force guidance into an existing program."

Wnat does this point of view hold for the guidance program
It is the opinion of the writer that

in a one-room school?

guidance must be carried on during the entire school day.

Since most teachers have such heavy teaching loads little
time is left for working.with individuals in conferencetype situations ..

Therefore, each subject in the curr1cul'8Dl

must be taugbt in such a manner that guidance values are
realized.

When the school program includes an "individual

work period" the teacher has the added opportunity af
individual help and counsel.

26. Gail Inlow, ttGive C:lassroom Teachers More Time for Guidance'',
The Nation's Scb.oels, LVII (February, 1956): P• 63.

-

,.

i,.earningmaterials must be geared to individual interest
in terms ef the individual• s need in all areas of' hi.s ex~, ·

Oh tne basis of information obtained through

perienee.

such guidance techniques as tests, questionaires, case studies,
obse.r'!ations, interviews, rating, scales, anecdotal records,

and autobiographies curricular modifications may be made
so thateveeychild can benefit. 27
Just how,ean the Val?'ious subjects of the curriculum
The writer has attempted in the·

ccmtribute to guidance?
•,-,.
f'0llewingpag$J

or

0

to give

evidence of this in his discussion

the courses t~ugb.t daily in his school.
'
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that physical education shares

with ether curriculum fields·.· t~ opperttmi ty for helping

children and youth to develop basi.e understandings, skills,

and habits whieh have immediate and~life-leng value.
The following_exeerpt .from J;uther~ F.ducat;on29 gives
,I'
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further evidence of the value of physical education in guiding pupils 1:

llittle Carel returned home after her first day at
school. A d0ting,, sol1eit1ous Aunt asked hi.er whether
she had learned anything.. "Net in scho01, 11 said Carol,
11But wow, ,:ou eugb.t t::<> know what I piekecil up during
...
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27. nester Crow and Alice Crow, A;!.Introduetion ~.Guidance,
(New York: American :e<,ok Co .• , -1951) -P• 233. . , .•. . : ., 28. Dorothy'·:.La., $.alle, Gu·.·.i.dan.e.· e. .!f. C'.IU;
. · ,. . ldren, Throll:g
.. h PhYsiea1
Ed.·.uea t·ig;
...· .n., (New or..k: A
..• s. Barne,~ . and .·Ce. 1 .1946) .p. I2 e
29. ®en -S~'pes", Lutheran Education, LXXXIX \November, 195'3)
Yi.

P• 131.
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reeessl" Sehooling,is but a segment of the educational
process. It is the events wb.ieh occur during the inbetween periods of life which pup "wow,1 into the setting.
Theyean be for good or fer evil.· What they produce
· depends largely on the guidance provided by parents
and teachers.

While the rural teacher has many kinds of responsibility,
he eannot afford to regard the play periods as an unimportant
phase of his work even if the children earry them on without him.

His observations on the playground may supply him

with the key to problems of adjustment which arise in schoolroom activities.
planned.

Certainly no play period should go un-

Each should contribute to the individual child.

Principles Underlying ~Physical Education Program
La Salle30 has given eight principles of physical education which she claims will guide children toward better
emotional adjustment.
(1) Vigorous activities of the right kind are integrated. {All children participate.)
(2) Success is important in g~ining.a feeling of
adequacy. (:Experience this throug,l'l. physieal education in terms of individual growth over previous
achievement, not by comparison with others.)
((3:))' Instruction in play skills.
fJ. Interesting activities can help children develop
emotional adjustments. (Child gets mind off himself.)\
(5) Creative aetivitie.s contribute to growth.
(6)\ Group play can help children towards emotional
adjustment.
(7) Joyous play is integrating. (Laughter has desirable
effect u.pon personality.): .
.

30 •. Dorothy La Salle,

.

!.l?.• £!:!l•, Pp. 53-54•

28
f8) Evaluation under guidance promotes emoti0nal
.
health.. (Learn to accept suggestions objectively
without being hurt, discouraged, or crushed.
Sugg~stions must be constructive.)

Health Guidance
The contributions which physical education can make
to health are many.

In a like manner La Sa1le31 has given
the following suggestions concerning health guidance:
(1) Development of dynamic ,health--endurance, strength,

body control, and emotional adjustment.
(2) Development of understandings about health and
practice in healthi'ul living.
(3) Protection against strains--guidance needed when
child returns to school after illness or operation.
(4) Protection against accidental injury--teaehing
safety measures.

The teacher needs to gather and interpret information
about the health o:f his pupils.

This can be done through

eommunityag~neies and through the health program of the
county.

Often the child shows a lack o:f interest in his

school work.

It is possible that the teacher will brand

the child as "lazy:" without realizing_ that such a handicap
as poor eyesight, loss. of hearing, infected tonsils, decayed
teeth, or malnutrition may be the underlying cause.
Sometimes a simple seating adjustment in the classro.om

will help the hard of hearing or the child with poor eyesight.

However, when a need for corrective measures is

discovered parents should btitnotified.

31. l!?!.q. P•

45.

29
The teacher has a special responsibility for identifying and eorrectingcauses of unsatisfactory mental health in
the elementary school group.

The impact upon the child when

he enters school sometimes leads to adjustment difficulties.
The teacher needs a health record of these early years if
he is to gain proper understanding

or

the pupil's pattern

of growth and development.
Social Studies
While a social studies class offers many opportunities
for both g,roup and individual guidance, mention will be made
of only one of the more common projects., the unit on
occupations.

Interest in eceupations can often be gained

by displaying occupational material on the bulletin board
and by placing_materials which have eye-catching covers on
the library table or on a special shelf in the classroom.
At various times the teacher can call attention to these
matei-ials and eneou.rag~ the pupils to read them in their
free time.

At the same time a unit 0n occupations ean be

planned by both the pupils and teacher.

This unit might

include the following activities:
{1)1 Help pupils develop an appreciation of the value

and dignity of work.

(2); Ask them to write a repo:rt on the occupation or
work done by member~.Qf their family.
(3) Ask the ehildren to ,write storie.s or give oral
reports after visits >to businetl's: establishments

or industries in the e·onmnmity. ·

(4) Refer to books in which there are illustrations
or work processes.

(5) Ask the children to prepare and dramatize skits
illustrating the early jobs ef the community.
(6) Use motion pictures and visual aids describing
fields of work.
(7) Have the children prepare graphs and charts on
occupatiens.
·
(8) Have children write letters in their English
classes to places where they can reeeive c,ccupational
material. (free or small charge)
(9) Take a field trip as part of the science lesson
to observe people and nature at work.
(10) Have students interview people at work, or have
the people come in and talk to the students about
their occupations.
(11) Have exploratory experiences far the children.
Arrange a visit te an interesting place in the
community.
Form a career club.
Study the occupations of the people in the community.
Have the children make a scrap book on occupations.
Questionaires concerning the world of work will often
give information to the teacher which will give him a.better
understanding of his pupils.
improve the teaching
sehool.

or

This material can be used to

occupational information in his

The questionaire could be as follows:

(1) Do you work for pay after sehooland on Saturdays?

(2) Hew much do you earn during the week?
(3) D0 you help to support the family?

(4) What occupation do yau plan to follow in the future?

-------

First choice
Second choice. - .
Third ehoiee·-,. - - - - - ~

,

,•

.

"

.

~

.

'

(5) How much training will be necessary to prepare for
these jobs?

(6:;lCan you think of anything that would stop you from
· · d0ing the job of your choice?

C:7) Which jobs would you not like to do?
First choice_______

31
Second choice
Third choice - - - - - -32
a

r

•
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The children could·be asked to give reasons
like certain jobs and why they dislike others.

why they

Those who

lack fundamental information about their chosen occupations
will be discovered.

Through guidance the teacher can help

these children to better understand their eccupational
choices.

Pamphlets on occupational information can be

provided with encouragement for reading.
Everypupil might be asked to start a career book in
the seventh grade.
eig.b.t.

Material could be added to it in grade

This book could include details about families of

occupations or about a specific occupation in which the
child is interested.
The'tollowing_could be included in the Table of Contents of such a book:
(1
my school expects of me.
2·.. ) W:hat
{)
Relationship of se~ool to work.
(3) How I spend my time on a typical day. (The teacher
could duplicate time charts on which the student
could fill in his record of activities for a 24
hour period.)
(4) Improving. study habits
a. How to plan my study time
b. A desirable place to study
c. Learning how to concentrate
d. Preparing for examinat:i..ons
f.5') Personality traits round ill successful workers.
(6)Some outstandipg workers in the community and why
they are successful.
C.7) Some of the chief industries, business establish-

32. Frank G. Dav.is,. ~u~il 'P-~rsonnei Service, (S~ranton:: Inter'\'>
national Textboo . o., 1948); .p. 381 •...

ments and professions in my community.
my high school curriculum.
(91: Nature of tb.e courses I have taken this year.
(10)1 My autebiography. 33,
(8)i Planning

Mathematics
..

Since the use of mathematics is so common in our daily
life, it is not difficult for the teacher to show the
vocational opportunities which are open to young people
with an interest and skill in the field.

Modern technical

living has opened up many jobs, some of which are: Engineering, architecture, statistics, accounting, auditing and
drafting.

The teacher could encourage those pupils who

have interests

and

abilities in this subject to arrange

their programs in high school to better prepare themselves
for their fields of work.
Science
Field trips offer splendid opportunities in personal
and group guidance.

A trip to the zoo gives the children

a chance to observe the animals in their artificial environment.

Roek collections are easy to make.

Pupils can gather

leaves and study nature books for the purpose ef identification.

Children often receive a great deal of joy and

pleasure in furnishinga museum.

The various science fields

offer many opportunities for future occupations.

33, Dunsmoor and Miller, 0}). Cit., Pp. 232-233. ·

The teacher

33
and pupils might study and discuss the requirements and demands

for sueh work as conservationists, agronomists, medical
doctors, dentists, and pharmacists.

The department of labor

provides free and inexpensive materials, mueh of which can
be read by the pupils ef the middle and upper grades.
Reading
Ruth Strang34 says, llThere is perhaps no school subject
in which the teacher's guidance is more important than in
reading."
If the teacher recognizes the needs of the pupil in
reading during the early gl:'.ades, remedial reading classes
would largely be eliminated in the upper grades.

The teacher

can guide pupils from unsuitable reading materials such as
comics and pulp magazines by introducing materials which

are within the interest range of the child, steadily
bringing more and more of this material to school.
The reading class also offers unlimited opportunities
to explore the vocational field.

In the lower grades the

children will study about such people as the railroad
conductor and the fireman.

In the middle grades reading

will often bring the children in contact with occupational
families such as farming, mining, and manufacturing.

31+. Ruth Strang, Child Development~ Guidance:!:!! Rural

Schools, (New-York: -Harper and Brothers Publishers, .
1943) ·PP• 99-102.

The seventh and eighth grade reading period prevides
time for more detailed inquiry into eecupation families
but into single occupations as well.

:'·-----

Guidance :-·in Extra Class Activities
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Club work has proven in many cases to be a valuable
activity for our children.
values as:

Pupils often gain such personal

a sense of worth, a f'eeling of ''belonging u,

increased self-confidence, willingness to share responsibility
for group enterprises, improved scholarship, development of
special interests and abilities, soeia.l skills, and the
wise use of leisure time. 3 ;
While membership may not be larg~ the following
organizations might be organized in a one-room school.
fl l
(2)
(3}
(It)
(5)
(6)!

Athletic club
Dramatic club
Religious club
Seienee elub
Pupil newspaper
Assembly committee
( ?}l Stttdent council
(8l Hebby groups

Pupils usually find considerable enjoyment in planning,
writing, and duplicating.a sclilool paper.

This prejeet will

help them to use effective Eng:l.ish, give them increased
information about the school, broaden friendships, develop

35. Ruth Strang.1

~ ~

.2! .~

Teacher.!!! Personnel ~ '

(New York: Bureau-of.Publications, 'l'eachers College,,
Columbia University, 1953) Pp. 209-214.
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leadership qualities, and give them special recognition
for their individual achievements

and

contributions.

The Trinity Lutheran School has. prGduced a school
newspaper.

All children participate in this project.

Elections are held for the office of editor and assistant
editer.

The teacher serves as the business manager.

Cepy readers come from the seventh and eighth grades.

Many

favorable reactions are received from both the pupils and
parents.
Religion

The teacher in religious guidance shows a personal
interest in the pupils as souls in need of a Savior.

He

will by his life be an example for the pupils to follow.

He will regularly- and sincerely request the help of the
Lord in the task ef guiding children toward a life which

reflects living love as its motive and eternal life as
its ultimate goal •
.The ultimate goal of all Christian guidance is that

the religi,0n a child learns becomes a part.of him.

It

should change.his heart so that he lives purposefully for
the service af GCDd and man..

.Self-d.ireetion in Christian

living is the aim of Christian guidance.

In a Christian school the secular subjects are treated
from a Christian point of view.
religien with a specific subject.

The teacher may integrate

If a unit on the Pilgrims

is being taught in social studies, the teacher ealls to
the attention of the pupils the influence that religion
played. in the lives of these people.

This can be correlated

With art work: by d.rawing the first Thanksgiving scene.

A

eomposition can be written by the pupils on "Why the
Pilgrims Set up a Day of Thanksgiving"•
Attitudes are taugJ1t from our daily conversation and
living.

It takes no extra time to teach attitudes.

If a

Bible story is taught in the right way, the child will rorm
a proper attitude toward the aim of the lesson.

A Christiam

teacher cannot teach t'Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
thyself", and then sp'3ak of those dirty

11

niggersn.

This

weuld be a denial of the truth taught.

The children would

not form a proper attitude toward the lesson or the teacher
and certainly tlle child would nat learn the real meaning of
love by such prejudiced remarks.
Religi0us guidance can be used to help a child overcome a specific problem which is causing disturbance in
the elassroom.

What can be done with the child who uses

profane language?

The teacher should first seek the cause

or c~:uses of this problem.

The answer may be in the follow-

ing:
(l) La~k of' understanding of the sinf"ulness of using
God's name in vain.
(2) Habitual use of profanity.
(3) Imitating others, adults or children.
(l+) Release from emotional frustration.

37
Specific J'eligious guidance measures might be used to

help the child. overeome his problem.

These are:

In counsel with the child teach the meaning of the
Second Commandment, "Thou shalt not take the name
of the Lord, thy God, in vain."
~:2) The teacher should quote Bible passages to support
this. Psalm 143:3 says, "Set a watch O Lord,
· before my mouth; keep tne door of my 1ips."
(3) . Show the child how to meet the obstacles without
cursing.
(4) Give well-deserved praise when self' control is
shown.
(5) Solicit the aid of the parents to set a good
example in the use of clean language.
(1))

Does separation of church and state mean that there is
no possibility of mentioning.religion in the public school?
Perhaps religion(but not denominationalism) as a philosophy
0f life can be recognized by teachers in the classroom.

Brewer36. sugg~sts the following to them::
(1) They may recognize the existence er religion as
an important activity in the lives of people.
(2) They may recognize the existence of God.
(3) They may recognize the e~rthly existence of Jesus
as an important historical event.
(4) They may recognize the Bible as an important
document which is usable as a guidebook for daily
living.
(51 They may encourag.~ religious thought among children and point out to them that religion should
have 'the effect of' making people ac·t better.
(6) It and when appropriate,' especially in the teaching
er literature, history, eivics, or geography, they
may make reference to th.e comm.on events or stories
ef the Bible, especially to sueh passages as the
Good Samaritan, .the Prodigal Son, ete.
(?Jr They may recog¢.ze that the religious motive ha.s
often led to important work in music, art, ete.
(8) They may show an interest in religion without in
any way advertising their particular affiliations.

36. John Brewer, Education. as~ Guidance, (New Yirki The Macmillan Co., c .l912)LFp."1i'.56-457 •.

CHAPTER VII
SCHOOL-HOME-PUPIL RELATIONSHIP
Cooperative planning,is the keynote to a successful
g:uidance program .for the children in the elementary seheol.
A clear, concise picture of the working of such a program
may be described as a larg~ wheel with many spokes all
pointing to the hub in the center.

The hub represents the

child; the spokes are the many people and agencies--home,
scheol, church, health agency, community, recreation centers,
ete., who help guide the child.

The elementary school with

a grm.-dng guidance program should recognize its position in
the wheel.

Fig. 2--The Child as the Center of the Guidance Program
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Na: school can etf'ecti vely guide a child wi theut know-

ledge of the child's home situation.
about the growth pattern ef' the child.

The home can tell muck
In turn, the school

can be more effeetive in its guidance of the child.

How

important is it to know the emotional climate in the home?
Is the ehil<iloved? .Are parental relations g9od?
parents show they understand their child?

De the

What responsibil-

ities does the child have in.the home?37
The teacher does not really "know" the child unless

he has knowledge of the child's experience beyond the
classroom.

The home, as we know, influences the child and

often reaches mere profoundly into the life of the individual than does the school program.

The time factor is an

important element here, since the average child spends oDl:y

9 per cent.of his time in school, while 91 per cent is
spen~ under home influence. 38
Partial information about the pup111s tetal environment may lead ta false interpretations with respect te his
problems, plans, and needs.

The family background data

about pupils is recognized by most teachers as being
valuable.

Cenditions of home and neighborhood frequently

determine to a marked degree the attitudes, interests, and

37. E. Terry Schwartz, IJGuidanee - Co-op~rative Venture in

the Elementary Schoo1u, Education, LXXIII (April, 195'3)

38.

Pp.

459-461.

.

. . . . _.

World.·~ Eney:clopedia, Prospectus Edition, (Chicago:
Field Enterprises, Inc., 195'3) P• 10.

achievements of the individual pupil.
Teachers orten visit the homes of their pupils with the
purpose of extablishing good relationship between the school
and

the home.

Records show a better relationship exists

between teachers and parents when home visits are made.
Certainly a teacher would n0t visit a pupil's home unless
he was invited.
Parent Visitations
Parents who frequently visit the sehool help in
establishing a

good

parent-school relationship.

The school

with an open-door policy on parent visitations gains by
making the parents feel they are wanted.
Hughs. Bonar39 refers to the working combination of
parent-teacher-pupil as 11 The Triple Entente".

Thougil the g1,1idance program is a means or fostering a
gQ<L,d teacher-pupil-home relationship, its ef'feet on the
community must not be minimized.

The guidance program will

affect the understanding, appreciation, and cooperation of
agencies and individuals in the eemmunity.

While these agen--

¢ie sand individuals may not be directly related to the
operation of the one-room scheol, they provide ~e,rviee of
.,·-,,

·.

39. l$-µgb. S'. Bonar, HEvery Treaeher a Visiting !eacher11, ··~
·Journal .of . the National Education Assoe;:a:~ion, XXX
-:( J anuaeyTi'91i1"l< -P • -5• - ·
'··<-,

twe kinds:
(1)1 Those whieh the school does not offer.

f2J Those which supplement the services offered by
tb.e sehoel.

Morris Glyn40 says, "Guidance programs in rural schools
usually de not have a wealth of facilities available as in
the urban area, but wonders can be accomplished by making
f'u.11 and imaginative use of resources that do exist."

He also adds that rural teachers, because of their intimate
knowledge.of the pupils

and

their community have an oppor-

tunity which is exeeeding:I.yrieh.

Teachers should be able

to see the possibilities for guidance in everyday situatiens.
Their intimate knowledge of the pupils and of the community

e~fers an opportunity to utilize a rich variety of natural
reseurces •. Their continuity of contact also enables them
to see the pupil as a whole.~1
There is little doubt that rural schools could make
greater use of the assistance our state employment service
offers.

c_ertain1y the services can be used on a limited

basis by eur grade schools.

This is true in some states

where help in testing, counseling, and placement is being
utilized.
_The employment service alse helps teachers in their

48. Morris Glyn,:tlResources for Guidance in Rural Areastt,
The JeurnaL of' the National Education Association.
. ffiII {January, -1951+); ,p. -1'7~ - - - 41. Ib~d. P• 18.

guidance programs by providing them with materials which
will give understanding

or

the world of wark.

This state

agen,cy will also give help in guidance conferences, teacher
institutes, besides giving valuable suggestions for vocational c0urses er units.

In addition, the service gives demon-

strations of how to apply for jobs, and provides films on
counseling upon request.
The state public health service is an impertant resource for schools, especially in promoting mental kealth.
This service has excellent films on child development,

mental hygiene, and gµidanee.

These are available at

little or no cast to the schools.
Some ru.ral schools are finding it possible to bring
in trained· personnel for periodic child-guidance clinics.
Some Gf the most progressive states have g1:1.idanee werkers,
social service personnel, psychometrists, and psychologists
who are available to the rural areas upon request.

lne

of' the most obvious and fruitful sources for guid-

ance in rural areas is provided by parents themselves,
cooperating,with the school threugh the local P.T.A.

The

writer has made use of parents i~ the daily school program
by inviting them in to use their special abilities in a

specific area 0f work.

It is net difficult f~:,,r the teacher

to compile a 11st of parents and persons within the eommuni ty who can serve the school in areas sueh as art and

crafts, mechanics, business, industry, and travel.

Return-

ing service men will often talk about their experiences in
foreign countries as well as show pictures or .movies which
they made while on these visits.
Parent-Teacher Associations
The Parent-Teacher Assoeiaticm can be a powerful factor
in a well-functioning guidance program in a one-room school •.
It can do much to help foster a' good relationship between

the home and the school.
In the work of the P.~ •.A•. teachers can become aeEJ_uainted
with parents, can inform parents about the school's program,
and can learn something about the homes and backgrounds of
the children they teach.

When teachers and parents kB.ow

ene another, when they have a chance to discuss mutual
problems, then home and school environments are more likely
to be integrated and children are not caught between twe
opposing forces.
Membership in the parent-teacher association should

net be limited to parents and teachers, but should be open
to anyone who is interested in the welfare of children and
youth.

The official statement e>f' objectives of the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers emphasizes that, "This

is an educational_ orgl:l.llizat:ton that seeks to unite the
forces of home, school, and community in behalf' of children

and youth.n42 ,
S'.tullkeni..3 says that objectives of all parent-teacher
associations in the state and nation coUl.d be as follows:
(l )' To promote the welfare of children and youth in
. home, school, church, and community.
(2)1 To raise the standards of home life.
(31 To secure adequate laws fer the care and pr0.
tection of children and youth .•
(4)', To bring into closer relation the home and the
school! that parents and teachers may cooperate
intell gently in the training of the child.
(5') To develop between the educator and the parent,
as well as the gE!neral publict suc.b. united efforts
as will secure for every ehil€1 the highest
advantages in physical, mental, social, and
spiritual education.
1

Guidance sheuld not 'be presented ta parents as some-thing new or different.,. Good teachers have always
their pupils, but until recently it had no name.

ti guided u

Parents

like to think of guidance as something that permeates the
whole school program.44
Parents and teachers need to exchange ideas about
ehildren; neith~r one nor the other should attempt to
dictate all the procedures aoout rearing'children.

Each

new child entering school presents a challenge both to

parents and the teacher.

42. Arthur Koss, Parish-School-~ Ceeperation, (River
Forest: Ninth-Yearbook.of-Lutheran.Education Association,
195'2} P• 2.
41. Edward H. Stullken, ''PTA Possibilities", Illinois Edu- ·
cation, XLIV; (:January, 1956) Pp. 178-179. - . - . - . - - 44. Robert E. Beckman, "A Parent's Views on Guidance",
Education, _LXXIII ('April, 195'3) Pp. 5'04-5'06 •.

Parent conf'erences (which will be discussed later in
this paper)l and parent-teacher groups are ways in which
parents and.teaehers can work together to understand children.

A teacher should not have only good "rapportn with

the pupil, but also with the parents of the child.
the method

or

helping parents to understand their

children is for the school to provide a shelf' of life
adjustment books and pamphlets on such subjects as adoles-

cent growth and development, sex education, boy-girl
relations, and parent-child relations.

A list of these

publications together with comments should be sent to all
parents with the provision that the ehild might check out
the book for his parents.

These materials should not be

kept under lock and key but left for the free use of all.

CHAPTER VIII
TECHNIQUES FOR STUDYING THE CHILD

In studying the child a variety of techniques may be
used. · Included among these aret Observation with rating,
daily schedule or diary record, autobiography, tests and
inwentories, informal letters, anecdotal records t;; and
socio~;-ams.
The f'aets and data gained f'rom the use of these techniques should be permanently recorded on the child's cumulative record form.

Thus the information will be of assist•

ance to any future teacher.

Records
~1) The need of records from the sstandpoint of the sehoel .•

a. To chart the child's social, academic and
emotional g;i:-owth with a view of understanding
his problems and improvinginstruetion.
b. Te facilitate understanding and ca-operation
between parents and the teacher for the improvement er discipline and for more effective pupil
guidance.
e. To aid in finding the explanation of' problem
behavior truancy, and failure in academic work.
d. Te help ldentify specially gifted children
who are capable of additional work, as well as
slow or retarded children, who require special
methods of instruction or a minimum assignment
of subject matter.

(2) The need of records and reports from the standpoint
of tb.e parent$.
a. To inspire confidence in the teacher who is ~ble

to refer to records and report accurately on
the standing of eaeh child.
b. To supply parents with information about their
children which. they ought to have, but often
don't have.
~. To aid in pr0viding parents with a 'basis for
constructive development of the child.

t~J '?he need of records and re-ports from the stand--

point er the pupil.
a. To serve as an incentive for diligence and
hen.est effort.
b. To indicate the direction pupils must follow
for self improvement and constructive development.
e. To make -possible a fol.low-up in ease of
, pb.'y'sieal defects th.at need eorrection.l+;

Upon entrance to school a eumul.ative record containing
the following,information is begun and the student's history
. during the duration of his school life is recorded on it.
Student's name, date and plaee of birth
(?) Parents 1 names, occupations, and telephone number
Cl) Date of entrance
(4J Date of withdrawal or graduation
~5)1 Subjects pursued and record of attainment
(6)': Extracurricular activities
(7) Health data
(8) Personal characteristics, responsibility, dependability, social adj:ustment, work habits
. (9)\ Special interests, hobbies
(18) Educational and vocational plans
(11) Photographs.46
(1)

If records are kept up to date and are as complete
as they can be, they are not only a history of what has

45. William A• Kramer, General Course . 2t Study for Lutheran
Elementag Schools, -(st •.<Louis, Missouri, 1943). P• 279.
Paul B •... aeobson, William c. Revis, James D. Logsdon,

The Effective School Principal (New Yerk, Prentice-Hall,
1955) P• 264. . .. - ..
1

been done, they are a description of the pupils in the
school.

Thus, it is more convenient for

a new

continue With the work of the former teacher.
a school once started does not end.

teacher to

B.r this means

Vacations come, but·

the school exists and goes on from where it left off.
Kramer says47 the elements of a good record system are:
Cl) A good record system is comprehensive, simple,
and flexible, with no essentials omitted.
C2) It is a eumul.ative system in which each entry
adds to. the.developing picture of the child as
a whole.
(J)) It supplies not so much a record of the past as
it does a guide for future dealings with the child.
Cl+) It makes possible taetf'u:l. dealing with parents
who have learned that school records represent
an honest effort to become acquainted with the
child for the purpose of assisting his development.
C5) A good record system deals principally with the
· positive phases or a child's growth. ·
·
(6)) The status of the school and or the indi vidua.1
child can be determined by competent and experienced
persons at any time.
Pupil Reports
The basic objectives of reporting pupil progress are
to provide infermation and an opportunity for the home and
schoe>l to work co-operatively in guiding the child.
It is the opinion of the writer that the teacher in a
one-room school usually knows the parents of his pupils
rather well and it is more likely that the reporting system
used by the teacher will be understeod by the patrons.

1+7. Williaim Kramer, General Course 2! Stua;t ••• , o-p. Cit.,Pp. 279·2~0.

What should the school report to the parents about

11

their chile's growth?tt

The Illinois Association for

Supervision and Curricul.i,un Development meeting in eonf'erence at the University of Illinois on December 7, 1951, ·
suggested the following items or characteristics of geod
reporting:
(1) It makes available the information the school
has about children that parents want, when they
want it, and in the way they want it.
(2)', It makes possible for the school to get from parents
the significant inf'ormation it needs about pupils
that it can get from no other source.
(3) It provides the means for helping the school
realize parents' anxieties about hopes for their
children.
(4}, It gives the school the opportunity for helping
parents become aware of needs, weaknesses,
strengths, and other characteristics of their
children that they had not previously recognized.
(5) It opens means by which the school may help parents
learn how they can best meet their children's educational needs with their resources.
(6); It makes pupils feel secure, successful, and
important in school.
(7) In short, it furnishes the setting for effective
home-school cooperation based upon:
a. Shared information
b. Shared concern and goals
e. Shared responsibility.for wholesome pupil growth,
development, and learning.1+8·
Parents should have the opportunity to help formulate
the reporting system a school uses when reporting the
progres's a child makes in school.

Generally parents are

slow to accept changes in reporting.

Many

evaluate the

--~·- \

1+8. 11 Report of Illinois Association for Supervision and

Curriculum DevelopJilent Conference,'' University of Illinois,
December?, 1951, P• 2.

newer systems sr metheds in light of their past school
experiences.
Good educational practice requires that parents and
teachers work together; however, the child should have the
opportunity to participate in planning his program.
Clark49 . puts it this way:

11

Lois

Invol ving them all in full

partnership, • • • it is essential to the :fullest achievement of the goals

0:f'

the school, home, and the child himself."

The practice of reporting to parents should create a
friendly three-way partnership between parents, child, and
teacher.

The important thing.is not the type of reporting

that is used, but the understanding the parents, teachers,
and pupils have of the methods.

Buth Strang,0 has the

follow:tng eG>mments on pupil reports:
Reports to parents can be one of the most useful in..
stl'Uments in the guidance of pupils. Even in present
form teachers' marks and other means of evaluating pupil
progress are important because they have important
effects. They influence the pupil's idea of himself
• • • often they determine whether he regards himself
as a failure or success. Moreover, they influence the
parents' attitude toward the child and the school.
Whether the school intends it or not the items on the
report cards serve as goals for the pupils and influence
the parentse idea of the relative importance of different kinds of school achievement.

L:qis Clark, "Together Parents and Teachers Study Their
Ch'.i.ld", Reporting -9!! the Growth 2!, Children, Bulletin 62
As~ociation,fer,Childhood Education, International,
Wa/shing.tcm, D. C. , p. 9.
Ruth St~ang, ''Reporting to Pare,nts 11 , Bulletin No. 10,
(Teachers• College, Columbia University, 1947) P• 1.

The report card, in the writer's opinion, which requires
more work on the part of the teacher but gives a clearer
evaluation of the child to the parent, is one in which the
basic.subject fields are divided into smaller phases to
permit a clearer presentation of pupil progress.

An example

of one subject might be:
Reading
Reads well orally
Understands what he reads
ls gaining skills needed to read
Shows interest in independent reading
Knowledge of words
Speed in reading
Rating on Standardized Tests
Attack on new words
This type of evaluation can be carried out in all
subject areas.

The grade system or marking.key is another

important factor in pupil evaluation.

The writer of

ttGuidance Through Pupil Reports'', Frederick A. Meyer5)_,

suggests the following:
Marking Key
C Commendable- - - - - - - - - -Very good

Makes an effort which,
is wholehearted.
S Satisfactory-- - - - - - - - - Makes a good effort

·

and tries to do what
is expected.
N.Needs Improvement- - - - - - -Effort is not up to
ability.
The above type of marking also discourages the com-

pc;1.ring, of one child with another, since it is based on.
'

-

;i. Frederick A. Meyer,
Lutheran Eo.ucation,,

11 Guidanee

txxxvlII,

Through Pupil ·neports••,
(January, 1953); p. 226.

individual progress according to ability rather than
class standards •. Al.so, a provision for written parent
and

teacher comment is another good procedure in pupil

reporting.
Parent .. TeacherConterenees

T,n~. values gf parent-teacher conferences are well
recognized.

''

'

Howe'Ver, ma.riy teachers receive little pre-

service or inserviee training in handling such conferences.
Thus the conferences are often .not as effective as they
might be.

For the conference the teacher needs to have

information about the child well in mind, but be also
needs to_ have at his disposal the complete data of a
cumulative record or folder.
The parent should understand that the purpose or the
conference is to discuss the child's p:rogress.

It is well

for teacJ1ers to remember that the parents• last contact
with the school may.have been as a pupil and that f'or him
a conference still mayea.rry the stignia of trouble.

The two most effective places for conferences are the
school and the home, with the school pref'erred.

The con-

ference needs to be carried on in privacy.
Here are some points for the teacher to remember during

the conf'erence:

ease. Remember to be
.friendly, to have something g;ooq. to say about the
child.

(1) Help the parent fe,el at

53
Be a good listener. Sometimes parents enter a
conference with hostility toward the sehool.
Letting them talk it out will often pave the way
for mutually constructive thinking. Avoid defensive attitudes on your part.
(3) Stress the importance of home and school working
together. Do not blame or criticize the parents.
(lf.): Give parents information on the child that will
benefit and be of value to the·parent about his
ehild. A good ctmnllative.record for all students
will make this easier.
(5) End the interview in a positive manner. The
participants should summarize what.has been accomplished. They then will realize that they have
definite things to do on behalf of the child. A
time can be set for a subsequent conference or
telephone conversation when a progress evaluation
may be made. 52

(2),,

Tests
...............

-and Inventories

A teacher can get valuable impressions of his children by observation, ratings, and other subjective devices.
But he can obtain a thorough understanding of his pupils
only if he complements this subjective information with
objective data.

Tests provide valuable knowledge concerning

the psychological makeup of his students in terms of .their
mental apility, achievements, interests, aptitudes, and
personality characteristics.

Results of these tests can be

recorded, stti.died, and used to help guide each child year
after year as he progresses through school •.
The teacher in a one-room school should have training
...

52.

John A. Barr, "Teacher-Parent Conferences", The Journal
}'Qf the.National Education Association, XL {October,
19~p •. Ii-SJ..

. ..... •· ...

in the administration and use of tests.
important to his guidance work.

This is very

The school should have a

continuous and thoiuough program of testing.and the results
should be used in.appraising not only the g~up, but also.
the individual.
General types of tests for use in the rural elementary
schoel are:
(1)) Prognostic tests--tests devised to determine the
potentialities of the child, irrespective of his
present.stage of aehievemen-c.
·
(2) Achievement tests--tests constructed to measure
actual achievement in special learning areas.
Cl) Diagnostic tests--tests devised to indicate
particular points of difficulty for the pupil.
(4) Adjustment measures--inventory type used to help
teacher in understanding the child in his relations
to the social world in which he lives.,3
Intelligence Tests
An intelligence test should be administered to each

child more than once during his school career.

Many schools

-give these tests in the first, fifth, and ninth grades.
The following g,:oou:p intelligence-tests will aid the
rural teacher in determining more accurately a particular
child's mental ability_.

Among those most widely used are:

(1) C;µif'ornia Test of Mental Maturity.

Test Bureau, Los Angeles, California.

1-3, 4-8.

.

California
Grades 1,

(2)' Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests. Edueat;i,onal
l'.est Bureau, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Begins with

53. Freeman

Glenn Macomber, GuidingChild.DeveloBment\in the
Elementary_ School., (N,ew York: .American .Book o., l'91t8~
P• .286.. . . . . ·. . . .
.
.
·

;;
grade 1 and continues to adult level.

(3) Otis-Quick Scoring Mental Ability Tests.

Book Company,. Yo. nkers-on-Hudson, New York.
Grades 1-1+, A+-9.
·

World

Individual Intelligence .Tests
If the results of a gl"oup intelligence test indicate
the need for further investigation into a child's mental
ability the teacher can use an individual intelligence test.

The Stanford-Binet Scale or the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence
--

Scale are often given.

It 1$ realized that most one-room

school teachers have no training in the administration
these tests.

or

However, it would be of great benefit for them

to have this knowledge.

Achievement Tests
A school which is able to administer more than an
intelligence test will probably find that tests of achievement

are

vecy valuable to its guidance program.

Among the

test 'batteries designed for the measurement of achievement
in basic skills in elementary school subjects are:

(1) Metropolitan Achievement Tests
(2} Stanford iohievement Tests

(31 California Achievement Tests

(:,4) Iowa Every Pupil Tests of Basic Skills

These tests may:be administered yearly to find answers
to the follQwing questions:

pupils know when theyenter their
respective grades?
(2) How does .each pupil's performance compare with
his school grades?
(3J What remedial assistance do each of the pupils
need?
(1) What do the

5'6
Inventories
Although intelligence and achievement tests have
constituted the two main lines of the testing program, a
third, the interest inventory, has been used in later years
by many schools.

The Kuder Preference Record is designed

to measure vocational interests and can be given with
fairly good results in the eigJ1th gl'ade.

It may be of

some assistance in helping the child arrange his program
of study for the high school.

A good way to find out directly from boys and girls
themselves what problems trouble them and what kind of help
they need is to use such inventories as the SRA Youth
Inventory of the Mooney Problems Check 11st.

These materials

will provide the teacher with valuable insight into pupil
needs in the areas of health, finance, home and family,
vocational choice, relations with the opposite sex, and
adjustment to school life.

The tabulated results can pro-

vide a basis for group gt;Lidance or be used as a starting
point for individual counseling.
Sociogram
A soeiogram shows relations.hips between children in a

group.

The teacher asks the students to list in order of

preference the names of three pupils in the room who are
·. their best friends.

These relationships can be shown by

graphing th~ tabulated results.

The teacher can then

rearrange the seating to satisfy the pupils 1 needs for
social relations.

He can also arrange groups which will

work well together on a project.

The information will also

disclose children who have few friends.

With this knowledge

he can encourage these individuals to join certain groups
which have similar interests or needs.

_ .........................................
The Informal Letter

The inf'ormal letter of reporting pupil progress to
parents has its place_ in education.

Some advantages are:

It is a friendly, informal letter rather than a
formal report and contributes to better teacherparent understanding if proper care is taken in
its planning.
{2) It is more flexible than report cards.
(31 It is more meaningful.
(Ii-) It forces the teacher to study pupils as indi•
viduals in order to report intelligently on them.
(1)

The following disadvantagE?s are generally given:

(1) It is time consuming.
(2} Parents want a formal report eard.
(3) The teacher may be unable to write good letters.
Autobiograph:y
A valuable device for obtaining infermation about a
child is the autobiography.

It is used by many guidance

workers tp supplement information they have obtained by
other,dev;ces.

The following facts might be included in

an autobiography:
A.

Childhood years before attending scpool.
1. Description ef your family
2. Physical deser:,-iption of self

3. Places you have lived
1+. Funny things you did or said

B.

c.

D.

5. What you enjoyed most
Early school days
1. Friendships formed
2. Kinds of games, work, hobbies you liked
Later years
1. Chief desires and wishes
2. Favorite school subjects
3.· Educational trips taken
4. Social activities
5. School activities
6. Church activities
Plans for the future

The autobiography yields valuable information about
the pupil's home, his activities and interests.

It could

be given as a language lesson to the pupils, therefore tying
it up with English.

-------------The Anecdotal Record
.

.

Glyn ?ibrris,1+ says, "Disciplined observation by the
teacher is the most basic technique in guidance. 11

Almost

everything a pupil does reveals something about him.

Some

of his behavior is more significant than others, but it
isn't always easy to interpret his behavior correctly.

The

\

ability to observe and to record accurately is a skill that
most teachers can develop, given the opportunity to learn
by practice.
ttThe anecdotal record is an objective account of some
aspect of behavioru. 55

A brief factual report is necessary

54. Glyn Morris, A Guidance Program for
.fil?.• Cit., Pp. 16-,.1'7. . . . . .. , . . - 55. ~ ~ P p . 16-1?.
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to give a complete picture of an incident that took place at
a specific time.

Words that are subject to more than one

interpretation should not be used in the record.

Positive

as well as negative behavior should be recorded.
Significants events should be observed in such settings
and at such time as will give a complete picture ef the pupil
during the,entire school day.

Places and times where and

when the pupil can be observed are as follows:

Classroom,

noon hour, playg,J:-ound, examinations, interviews, school
bus, and in the rest room.
The teacher should, if he has been objective, ha~e a
good record ef the child's 'behavior for various periods of'
time throughout the school year.

He should sit down from

time to time to check to see if the child is making any
improvement.

He should use this record to help.the child

by providing situations which will have a wholesome effect

upon the child's behavior.

CHAPTER IX

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELING AUD GROUP GUIDANCE
Counseling is one of the most important
ance services.

or

all guid-

On the surface it appears to be a very

simple process with two persons having a friendly conver•
sation.

However, to the experienced observer, it soon.

becomes evident that the conversation is more than "just
visiting.n

The counseler·stru.ggles to help the pupil tell

his story in his ovm. way with the aim of understanding

exactly what the pupil is thinking and feeling.

The pupil,

on the·· other hand, through the conference with his counselor

gains new understandings of himself, learns to assume
increased responsibility a.n:d secures help in solving future
problems with increased effectiveness.
Group guidance is usually concerned with those school

activities in which pupils obtain special information for
their own personal use in solving their problems.

Most

group gt!idance experiences are obtained with the help of
teachers outside of their regular classes; a few of these
are acquired in special periods such as those set aside
for orientation or for special classes set aside for group
discus:siop. of common problems.

Group gui,da.n,ee has an important place in the program
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of many schools since the group approach often saves time.

It also provides an opportunity for the teacher-counselor
to have many more contacts with a larger number of pupils

than through individual interviews.

Under proper leadership

pupils within a group can also determine what their common
problems are as well as gain from suggestions which come
from the members of the group.
Information Needed

ill

Counseling

If the guidance program in a one-room school is well
planned and developed, considerable data should be available
in the cumulative record of each child.

This information

may include the following:
(1) School history
(2) Record of class work

(3) Testing records

a. Aptitudes

(~)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(91

b. Mental ability
c. Achievement

Interest questionaires
Personality tests
Health record
Records of interviews with child, and with parents
Autobiography
Examination papers

(10): Samples of daily class work

(11) Anecdotal record
(12) Mooney problem check list
(13) Daily.diary record--list of typical 24 hour period
of child's life
I

Counseling

The '!Mrit~r submits the fpllowing suggestions for

counseling pupilsJ
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(l) Prepare for the interview. Look up available
information about the individual. ('!'he opinion
ef counselors about the use o.f this technique
(2)

(3)

(5')

(6)

varies according to the type of counseling one is
engaged in.)
Have a friendly attitude toward the eounselee in
order to establish a feeling o.f warmness.
Be a good listener •. Let the counselee do most
of the talking. Help him along by asking leading
questions.
Help the counselee get at the basic problem.
Help him to understand the cause of his problem,
rather than just showing him its symptoms.
Help the counselee to understand that his problem has many solutions. Guide him to pick the
best solution for his problem.
Help the child to learn how to solve future problems by applying some of the principles he has
learned in solving problems.

The Interview
If an interview is held as a part of the counseling
process it is most important that the interviewer secure
the complete confidence of the child.
secured by threats and promises.
that the interviewer is a
may be established.

11

This cannot be

If the child is eonvineed

real 1' friend, then good rapport

In a one-room school the pupils must

have confidence in the teacher if an interview is to bear
good fruit n.

11

Counseling interviews have been classified by Dunsmoor and lvJiller,6 into:

(l) Faet-finding_interview--A friendly non-technical
chat with a student, teacher observing his relations

5'6.

-Clarel'.).<:,Es' Dunsmoor and

134.

Leonard Miller, QE.•

ill•, Pp. 133-
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i~ ordinary conversation, accumulates data con. e:e:rning interests, abilities, and personality.

(2): The adjustment interview--Occasion for this type
or .interview may arise from seholastic or study- . · ·
habit difficulties, unsatisfactory social situations,
or personality needs.
(3) The educational guidance interview--Teacher attempts
to discover whether or not the.student is taking
full advantage of his educational opportunities .•

IIEvery teacher is a eounselor.tt

The traditional slogan

ef guidance must be put into practice in a ane-room school
where one·teacher must handle any problems which arise.
The writer has observed that most children in a one-room
school are aware ef almost everything that goes on during
the school day.

This is all the more reason fer maintain-

ing . rapport with the pupils, since the feeling should prevail that all students brought into conference are net
11

problemfl children.
Privacy is an important factor in effective counseling •.

Certainly one of the greatest problems in counseling in the
one-room school is unavailability of space for a private
interview.

If guidance programs are to be developed in

schools of this type plans for a conference room must be

included when the building is constructed or remodeled.
In the days before the consolidated high school or
community unit, the children who attended one-room schools

frequently leitered around after school hours in order to
talk with the teacher about a special problem. Today most
--.eountry_ schools depend upQn bus transportation for their

pupils, and consequently exact sehedules are kept in order
to get the children home in a reasonable amount of time. ,
With this advent of modern transportation the periods for
informal counseling after school are very limited, and
counseling must somehow become a part of the every-day
program.

This can be accomplished on a limited basis

during_reeess periods and noon hour.
~

Study Outline

In the process of "discovering the child" it may become
necessary to make a detailed study.

Such a special study

may require a procedure commonly known as a case study
technique. Usually the counselor who is the central person
'
of the gµidance program
takes.the lead in developing this

technique.

While the case study idea is not too practical

for the one-teacher school it can be used where part-time
visiting counselors assist the,teacher.
The fellowing outline includes the minimum essentials
for such a study.
I. Identity of the child: name, address, grade, race,
nationality, age, sex, church, etc., and also the
date of begi:q.ning and completion of the case study.
II., Historical background of the family and the child.
A. Physical area: Evidence of the type of stature
in members of the family, diet, rest, height,
weight of the eh1ld.
B. Educational area: Evidence of amount and type
of educatioll .,in members of the family, interest,
abilities, <8t,titudes of the child ..
c. Social area: Socia]. status of the f~ily in the
community or church, number and type of
friends, degree of sociableness, status
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within groups as manifested in the child.
D. Economic Area: Occupation and economic level of
the parents, vocational interests of th.e
child.
E. Outside interest: Type of interest, recreations,
hobbies of the child.
F. Life attitude and sense of value area: Evidence
of the awareness of spiritual values, mutual
sympathy, liberalism, or conservatism in
relation to issues of discipline 1 race,
sense of security, sense of loya.J.ty to
family, reflection of parental love and
affection in the child. 57
The information gathered in a case study should be
kept in strictest confidence and should not be open to the
public or used for ggssip.

The writer believes that the

same code of ethics that governs the medical profession
should be observed by.the teacher.
Group Guidance
As previously stated group guidance includes all forms
of g:uidance activities undertaken by.a g?"oup.

It is believed

that some problems are better adapted to group than to
individual counseling.
One for example is that of social relations.

In a

one-room school the age spread is large(from six to the
early teens).

A problem of this type would be:

How will

the child in the eighth grade react to certain subjecti and
activities in which the small child in the lower grades
\

must also participate?

57. Maurer,

Q.E.• Cit., p. 08.
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Most teachers who work with seventh and eighth graders
realize that their social behavior and emotional development
are g~eatly inf'luenced by the thinking and conduct
own age group.

or

their

Peer standards mean more than adult approval

or family patterns.

Children of this age can meet together

and discuss their problems in a group.

.

The meetings could

be planned by both the ,;t·~i;l;cher and the pupils.

~he tollowing .. are J:1.µgg.estions fGr discussions by the
teen-agers:

(1) How to Make More Friends
(2) Why Should I g,9 to High School?
(3) What is a Reasonable Bedtime Hour?
Cl+) Should there be any Homework?
(51 Boy~Girl Relations
(6) Hew to Give a Good Party
(7) How to be a Good Sport
( 8 )i How to g.et along with Parents
(9) What.Good are Grades?
(10) What Can We do to Help the Community?
(11) What do you Like about School?
(12) A 11 Gripe 11 Session--get things off your mind
In the end, an effective guidance program reaches
the individual ,child as well as the total group.

----- --- - ----

Guidance Preventive Rather Than Curative
..

The emphasis of guidance services should be upon
positive service to pupils in achieving adjustment
rather than upon assistance after evidences of
maladjustment appear. An effective counselor is
constantly on the alert ror signs of unsatisfactory
pupil adjustment; he diagnoses with competence; he
seeks causes rather than treating symptoms. On the
other hand, he does not reject pupils who require
curative treatment; he does, however, recognize
whatever limitations he has as a therapist and uses
iavailabl,e agencies in the community to supplement.the
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services which he is able to offer.,a
Preventive group counseling will prove valuable to
any·teacher.

In order to do this successfully, Yorke,9
says the following information should be gained&
(1) The attitude of the child toward his parents,
home·, and ether children.
.
(2) His anxieties, fears, likes, dislikes, hates, etc.
(3)) Symptoms of any physical tension.
(4) Symptoms of any emotional tension.
The teacher may have difficulty in summarizing and in
interpreting the data about his pupils that appears in
his files.

He also may have difficulty in applying what he

has learned from these data.

To overcome these difficulties,

the teacher may have.to devote both time and thought.
Nevertheless, through such efforts he will be better able
to arrange or plan a program to £it the needs and wants of
his students.

58. C. Mabel Smith, Q:e.• Cit., P• 87.
Gertrude Cushing.Yorice;' ttpreventive Group Counselingtt,
Education, Vl:-II, (April, 195'0) p. 521+.
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION
The best guidance program is one that grows in the
direction of the student's greatest needs.

A good guidance

program eannot be. bought for any price--it must be created.
The writer makes the following recommendations for
improving.the gµidance program in bis one-reom school:
·(1) The testing prog:ram should be expanded to include
both tests of mental ability and achievement.
(2) Reading readiness tests should be given to the
first grade.
(3) An orientation program should be established for
the first grader and new students.
(4) Arrangements should be made for parent-teacher
conferences.
(5') A study group of gµidanee in the P.T.A. should be
encouraged.
(6) Vocational information should be supplied in the
eighth grade.
·
(7) Vocational personnel should be brought in to
speak to the seventh and eighth graders.
(8) The teacher should work with the high school in
arranging a visitation day for his eighth graders.
(9) The fullest possible use should be made of group
activities, such as field trips.
(10)1 In-service training program could be set up in
cooperation with nearby schools.
(11): Community cooperation should be emphasized by
promoting a good public relations program.

The gµ.idanee program as presented in this paper is one
that ~ncompasses the entire school program, which in its
organization and administr.ation has placed the welfare of
the individual child in a position of paramount importance.
It is not one factor working by itself, but a multiple

number of factors not only planned, but carried eut 1n action
to the best of the ability of the teacher.

We should not

only hear, see, and learn, but carry these things into
practice and experience by doing.
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